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Abstract. The interaction of CMEs with the solar wind can
lead to the formation of interplanetary shocks. Ions acceler-
ated at these shocks contribute to the solar energetic protons
observed in the vicinity of the Earth. Recently a joint anal-
ysis of Venus Express (VEX) and STEREO data by Russell
et al. (2009) have shown that the formation of strong shocks
associated with Co-rotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) takes
place between the orbits of Venus and the Earth as a result
of coalescence of weaker shocks formed earlier. The present
study uses VEX and Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
data in order to analyse shocks associated with CMEs that
erupted on 29 and 30 July 2007 during the solar wind con-
junction period between Venus and the Earth. For these par-
ticular cases it is shown that the above scenario of shock for-
mation proposed for CIRs also takes place for CMEs. Contra-
diction with shock formation resulting from MHD modelling
is explained by inability of classical MHD to account for the
role of wave dispersion in the formation of the shock.

Keywords. Interplanetary physics (solar wind plasma) –
ionosphere (modeling and forecasting; particle acceleration)

1 Introduction

Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) is a sudden eruption of plasma
particles from the Sun (e.g.,Jian et al., 2006; Kahler et al.,
1988). CMEs mainly erupt from the active regions of the
Sun’s surface and can travel with speeds of hundreds to 2–
3 thousands km s−1 carrying large quantities of coronal ma-
terial (Hundhausen, 1999). The plasma released consists of
energetic electrons and protons, and may also contain other
elements such as, iron, oxygen and helium (Gosling et al.,
1993). CMEs are released as a result of huge disturbances

and changes in the Sun’s coronal magnetic field and are
usually observed using white-light coronagraph (Jian et al.,
2006). CME eruption is common during the solar maxima
with up to five CMEs per day, but less common during the
solar minima where on average only one CME eruption is ex-
pected per day (Jian et al., 2006). Fortunately, only the halo
and partial halo CMEs travel towards the Earth (Gopalswamy
et al., 2005). However, all CMEs undergo an effective accel-
eration due to interaction with the solar wind (Gopalswamy
et al., 2000) as they propagate; slow moving CMEs are accel-
erated while fast moving CMEs are decelerated towards the
speed of solar wind (Gosling et al., 1993). The interaction
of the CMEs with the solar wind may lead to the formation
of interplanetary collisionless shocks and also contribute to
the acceleration of solar energetic protons in both the vicin-
ity of the Earth and the interplanetary medium. Fermi type
ion acceleration at the collisionless shocks takes place due
to the multiple crossings of shocks by a particular ion. Ini-
tially a seed population of the reflected ions is formed which
excites wave instabilities upstream of the shock front. Inter-
action of the reflected ions with formed upstream wave field
leads to the ion scattering. Part of the reflected ions are scat-
tered back to the shock front that can be reflected back again
and so on. Each time a particular ion is reflected from the
shock front it gains energy. While such a general scenario
is widely accepted a few unsolved problems still remain, for
example, the origin of the seed population and a comprehen-
sive self-consistent model of plasma wave interactions and
ion scattering in the wave field. Currently, magnetohydrody-
namics (MHD) codes are used to model the formation and
propagation of shocks associated with CMEs. Forecasting
solar energetic protons on the basis of these MHD models re-
quire waves and ion seed populations to be added to the field
structure obtained by the MHD codes. This cannot provide
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Fig. 1. The CCMC’s ENLIL with a cone model simulation results.
The estimated arrival time of the leading partial halo CME at Venus
is approximately 20:00 on 30 July 2007 using the above simulation
results. The red arrows mark the leading and trailing CMEs.

accurate results as the process of acceleration is sensitive to
both the peculiarities of the seed population and the distri-
bution of wave amplitudes, that cannot be obtained by the
MHD approximation. In the present study it is shown that at
least for some particular CMEs the MHD approach is unable
to account even for the formation and evolution of a CME
associated shock. One of the main motivation for the present
study is the results ofRussell et al.(2009) showing that for
CIR associated shocks it is the region between Venus and the
Earth where stronger shocks are formed as a result of coales-
cence of weaker shocks andRussell et al.(2009) even refers
to that region as the incubator of shocks. In the present study
it is shown that this is also the case at least for some CMEs.

2 Data

The magnetic field data used to identify shock crossings
at the Venusian orbit (0.72 AU) were recorded by the flux-
gate magnetometer on board VEX spacecraft (Zhang et al.,
2006). VEX was launched by the European Space Agency
(ESA) using a Soyuz-Freget launcher in November 2005 car-
rying a number of different instruments to study Venus and
it has been in operation since April 2006. Whereas the mag-
netic field data used to identify shock crossings at the Earth
orbit (1 AU) were recorded by the magnetometer on board
ACE spacecraft. ACE was launched by the Office of Space
Mission and Payload Development Division of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) using a
McDonnell-Dougles Delta II 7920 launch vehicle in August
1997 carrying a number of different sensors and instruments
to measure and compare the composition of several samples
of matter (Stone et al., 1998). The CME parameters, such
as eruption time, direction of propagation, speed, accelera-
tion, cloud mass, kinetic energy and angular width were ob-
tained from the Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph

Fig. 2. The CCMC’s ENLIL with a cone model simulation results.
The estimated arrival time of the leading partial halo CME at the
Earth is approximately 20:00 on 31 July 2007 using the above sim-
ulation results. The red arrows mark the leading and trailing CMEs.

Experiment (LASCO) CME catalogue which is available on-
line (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/). LASCO is one of
several instruments on board the Solar and Heliospheric Ob-
servatory (SOHO) spacecraft which was launched using an
Atlas II-AS (AC-121) in December 1995 as part of an inter-
national collaboration between ESA and NASA to study the
Sun. The ENLIL simulation results have been provided by
the Community Coordinated Modelling Center (CCMC) at
Goddard Space Flight Center through their public Runs on
Request system (http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov). The CCMC is a
multi-agency partnership between NASA, AFMC, AFOSR,
AFRL, AFWA, NOAA, NSF and ONR. The ENLIL with
a cone model (Odstrcil et al., 2004) which is a 3-D time
dependent MHD solar wind model, capable of representing
CMEs and propagating features through a realistic model of
the solar wind, was developed by the D. Odstrcil at the Uni-
versity of Colorado at Boulder. The CCMC version of the
ENLIL model has been verified against data recorded near
Earth showing that the model provides good predictions of
the CME arrival times (e.g.,Falkenberg et al., 2010, 2011;
Taktakishvili et al., 2009).

3 Event

This paper studies CME associated shocks during the so-
lar wind conjunction period between Venus and the Earth
in 2007. During this period only two CMEs (halo/partial
halo) have been observed and recorded by SOHO/LASCO;
a partial halo CME eruption at 01:31 UTC on 29 July 2007
followed by a halo CME eruption a day later at 04:54 on
30 July 2007. The relevant input CME parameters required
by the ENLIL model to simulate the propagation of the above
two CMEs were obtained from the SOHO/LASCO catalog in
order to predict the arrival times of the CMEs at the Venusian
and the Earth orbits. The simulation results of the ENLIL
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Fig. 3.Magnetic field data recorded by VEX during the CME cross-
ing period on 30 July 2007. The vertical green dotted lines mark
the shock crossing times (A : F) and the vertical orange dotted line
(K) represent an example of a nonlinear structure that has not fully
formed into a shock.

with a cone model are presented as snapshots in Figs.1
and 2 which were used to estimate the arrival time of the
leading CME at VEX and ACE as approximately 20:00 on
30 July 2007 and 20:00 on 31 July 2007 respectively. On the
other hand the estimated arrival time of the trailing CME at
VEX and ACE is approximately 02:00 on 1 July 2007 and
02:00 on 2 July 2007 respectively. Results from the ENLIL
with a cone model provides a time slot to search for possi-
ble shocks associated with the crossing of the corresponding
CMEs. The main advantage of this method is that it elimi-
nates any ambiguity regarding the CME crossing time. Gen-
erally, the majority of CME associated shocks travel ahead
of the propagating CME (Jian et al., 2006). Therefore, the
CME associated shock crossings would mainly be expected
to occur close to the CME arrival time at the Venusian and
the Earth orbits.

The magnetic field measurements recorded by VEX and
ACE, as presented in Figs.3 and 4 respectively, show the
crossing of the leading partial halo CME at both VEX and
ACE. During these periods a number of nonlinear structures
reminiscent of shock crossings have been observed both at
VEX and ACE. All such structures were analysed in order to
identify shock crossings using the same shock crossing cri-
teria as developed byRussell et al.(2009). According to this
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Fig. 4.Magnetic field data recorded by ACE during the CME cross-
ing period on 31 July 2007. The vertical green dotted lines (G : J)
mark the shock crossing times, the vertical orange dotted line (M)
represent an example of a nonlinear structure that has not fully
formed into a shock and the red dotted lines (L and N) represent
some examples of nonlinear structures that did not fulfil the criteria
for a shock crossing.

criteria, for a shock crossing the directions of the shock nor-
mal (Bn), the main magnetic field component and the com-
ponent in the shock plane parallel to the projection of the
upstream field (BL) should not cross zero in the shock co-
ordinate frame. Also a shock crossing is characterised by a
sharp single directional jump in the magnetic field measure-
ments (Russell et al., 2009) with the Mach number crossing
one between upstream and downstream of the shock. When
the above criteria was implemented to the nonlinear struc-
tures reminiscent of shock crossings associated with the lead-
ing CME it was found that six structures observed by VEX
at times: 14.54, 15.51, 18.00, 18.91, 19.12 and 19.71 UTC
on 30 July 2007, and four structures observed by ACE at
times: 19.00, 19.89, 20.03 and 20.11 UTC on 31 July 2007 all
marked by green dotted lines in Figs.3 and4 corresponded
to shock crossings with the presence of a sharp single di-
rectional jump in the magnetic field and the generation of
shock associated waves either upstream/downstream or both
of the shock. Figures5 and 6 provide a close-up view of
all the above corresponding shocks. In the latest figures the
vertical orange dotted lines represent examples of nonlinear
structures that have not fully formed into a shock and the
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Fig. 5. Close-up view of the shocks presented in Fig.3. Caption of
Fig. 3 apply.

red dotted lines represent some examples of nonlinear struc-
tures that did not fulfil the criteria for a shock crossing. Ta-
ble 1 summarises the properties of the above shocks, such
as, shock crossing date, shock crossing time, magnetic field
jump (1B), the ratio of magnetic field jump over magnetic
field (1B/B), the angle between the magnetic field and the
normal (θBn) and Mach number.

There are fairly noticeable similarities amongst the six
shocks observed by VEX which are classified as weak shocks
with relatively small values of1B/B (0.07, 0.04, 0.05, 0.05,
0.05 and 0.05), field jump1B (0.51, 0.38, 0.71, 0.72, 0.72
and 0.82) and Mach number (1.04, 1.02, 1.04, 1.05, 1.04
and 1.05). The first three shocks (shock A, B and C) ob-
served by VEX (presented in Table1) are quasi-parallel with
θBn < 45◦ (5◦, 28◦ and 36◦ respectively). However, the final
three shocks (shock D, E and F) are quasi-perpendicular with
θBn > 45◦ (87◦, 63◦ and 49◦). In general, the wave activity
upstream and downstream of the shocks observed by VEX
are insignificant, i.e., shock D shown in Fig.7. In contrast,
shock C illustrated in Fig.8 possesses relatively significant
wave activity both upstream and downstream of the shock.

On the other hand, the four shocks observed by ACE are
rather different from those observed by VEX. The shocks ob-
served by ACE are relatively stronger with larger values of
1B/B (0.86, 1.13, 0.80 and 0.25), field jump1B (1.14,
1.77, 1.29 and 0.79) and Mach number (1.84, 2.04, 1.76
and 1.25) correspondingly. Three of these shocks (shocks
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Fig. 6. Close-up view of the shocks presented in Fig.4. Caption of
Fig. 4 apply.

G, H and I given in Table1) are quasi-perpendicular with
θBn > 45◦ (85◦, 69◦ and 55◦ respectively). Nevertheless, the
final shock (shock J) observed by ACE is quasi-parallel with
θBn < 45◦ (34◦). In general, the wave activity upstream and
downstream of the shocks observed by ACE are insignifi-
cant. However, shock H presented in Fig.9 possesses rel-
atively significant wave activity downstream of the shock.
Also there appears to be a significant structure at the foot of
shock I illustrated in Fig.10that may have formed as a result
of collision between two shocks. Other nonlinear structures
in the magnetic field measurements observed by VEX and
ACE did not fulfil the criteria for a shock crossing. For ex-
ample, Fig.11 illustrates a nonlinear structure observed by
ACE at 18.60 UTC on 31 July 2007 that did not fulfil the
criteria for a shock crossing. In this case, the main magnetic
field component (BL) crosses the zero axis in the shock co-
ordinate frame.

The observation of fewer but stronger shocks by ACE
compared to VEX provides persuasive indication of shock
strengthening by coalescence as it was reported byRussell et
al. (2009) for shocks associated with CIRs.

In this study both the coplanarity and minimum variance
methods were used to calculate the field component along
the normal direction, the component in the shock plane par-
allel to the projection of the upstream magnetic field and the
component in the plane of the shock perpendicular to the
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Table 1. Summary of shock properties observed at VEX and ACE during the leading CME crossing. Shocks A, B, C, D, E and F were
observed by VEX on 30 July 2007 whereas shocks G, H, I, J were observed by ACE on 31 July 2007. The columns of the table left to right
represent shock crossing date, shock crossing time, magnetic field jump (1B), the ratio of magnetic field jump over magnetic field (1B/B),
the angle between the magnetic field and the normal (θBn) and Mach number.

Spacecraft Shock Date Time (h)δB (nT) δB/B θ◦
Bn

Mach No.

VEX A 30 July 2007 14.54 0.51 0.07 5 1.04
VEX B 30 July 2007 15.51 0.38 0.04 28 1.02
VEX C 30 July 2007 18.00 0.71 0.05 36 1.04
VEX D 30 July 2007 18.91 0.72 0.05 87 1.05
VEX E 30 July 2007 19.13 0.72 0.05 63 1.04
VEX F 30 July 2007 19.71 0.82 0.05 49 1.05

ACE G 31 July 2007 19.00 1.14 0.86 85 1.84
ACE H 31 July 2007 19.86 1.77 1.13 69 2.04
ACE I 31 July 2007 20.03 1.29 0.8 55 1.76
ACE J 31 July 2007 20.11 0.79 0.25 34 1.25
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Fig. 7. Shock D: observed by VEX at 18.91 UTC on 30 July 2007.
|B|, BL, Bm andBn are the magnetic field magnitude, the compo-
nent in the shock plane parallel to the projection of the upstream
magnetic field, the component in the plane of the shock perpendic-
ular to the projection of the upstream field and the field component
along the normal direction respectively.

projection of the upstream field. The Mach number was es-
timated using Eq. (1), the same formula as ofBalikhin et
al. (2008) whereM represents Mach number,Bd andBu are
upstream and downstream magnetic field measurements re-
spectively, andθBn is the angle between the magnetic field
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Fig. 8. Shock C: observed by VEX at 18.00 UTC on 30 July 2007.
See caption of Fig.7 for |B|, BL, Bm andBn.

and the normal.

M − 1 ≈ (
Bd

Bu
− 1)sin2θBn (1)

The ENLIL simulations reveal that the trailing CME ar-
rived at VEX as displayed in Fig.12 at approximately 02:00
on 1 July 2007 when the VEX spacecraft was within the
Venusian bow shock. Hence, during this period there is a
significant gap in the clean magnetic field data recorded by
VEX. Consequently, it would not be possible to identify any
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Fig. 9. Shock H: observed by ACE at 19.86 UTC on 31 July 2007.
See caption of Fig.7 for |B|, BL, Bm andBn.
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Fig. 10.Shock I: observed by ACE at 20.03 UTC on 31 July 2007.
See caption of Fig.7 for |B|, BL, Bm andBn.
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Fig. 11.An example of a nonlinear structure that did not fulfil cri-
teria for a shock crossing. This structure was observed by ACE at
20.11 UTC on 31 July 2007. In this case, the main magnetic field
component (BL) crosses the zero axis in the shock coordinated
frame. See caption of Fig.7 for |B|, BL, Bm andBn.

CME associated shock crossings that may have occurred dur-
ing this data gap. For this reason the trailing CME was not
studied further.

For validation purposes, the magnetic field data measure-
ments recorded by WIND were also analysed during the
leading CME crossing on 31 July 2007. It was found that
WIND, similar to ACE, also observed a total of four rela-
tively strong shocks associated with the leading CME. This
reiterates that stronger shocks may have formed as a result of
coalescence of weaker shocks.

4 Discussion and conclusions

In this study it was found that there were a total of six shocks
observed by VEX and only four but stronger shocks observed
by ACE associated with the crossing of a partial halo CME
on 30 July 2007 at the Venusian orbit and a day later at the
Earth orbit . This indicates that the shocks observed at ACE
may have strengthened by coalescence of weaker shocks ob-
served earlier at VEX, and more importantly the formation of
stronger shocks resulting from this coalescence takes place
between Venus and the Earth. It is the balance of nonlinear
steepening and some counterbalancing processes such as dis-
persion and resistivity that leads to the formation of shocks.

Ann. Geophys., 32, 223–230, 2014 www.ann-geophys.net/32/223/2014/
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Fig. 12.The CCMC’s ENLIL with a cone model simulation results.
The estimated arrival time of the leading partial halo CME at Venus
is approximately 02:00 on 1 August 2007 using the above simula-
tion results. The red arrows mark the leading and trailing CMEs.

The majority of subcritical shocks observed in the vicinity
of the Earth are fast magnetosonic dispersive shocks. These
shocks are formed when the dispersion of fast magnetosonic
waves counterbalances the nonlinear steepening (Kennel,
1985). The steepening of the nonlinear structure can be an-
alytically described as the transfer of energy to the shorter
scales. If the MHD approximation is valid then the waves on
these new shorter scales will propagate with the same speed
as the initial wave due to the non-dispersive characteristics of
the MHD waves. Continuous steepening will pump more en-
ergy into these scales leading to an increase in the amplitude
of the corresponding waves, and at some stage the later waves
will also become subjected to nonlinear steepening where the
energy will be transferred into even shorter scales and so on.
Eventually this cascade will stop at extremely short scales
where the MHD approximation will be invalid for their de-
scription. At this point it would be necessary to use the two
fluid MHD model. The small-amplitude waves described by
two fluid MHD are dispersive (Kennel, 1985), i.e. their phase
velocity depends on the spatial scale. Waves with short scale
will either propagate upstream relative to the front and form
a wave precursor in case of quasi-perpendicular geometry or
in almost perpendicular case when cos(θBn) <

√
µ they will

be convected downstream and form wave train. Hereµ is the
ratio of electron and ion masses. The spatial scales of such
fast magnetosonic shocks are determined by the whistler dis-
persion scalecos(θBn)(c/ωpi), whereωpi is the ion plasma
frequency (Krasnoselskhikh et al., 2013). As the nonlinear
structures associated with the CME steepens, the time when
they reach local whistler dispersive scale depends upon the
local plasma parameters that vary due to the non-uniformity
of the CME itself. At that stage local dispersive shocks will
be formed in various locations. Generally the propagation ve-
locity of these shocks should differ as the plasma parameters
are not uniform, leading to the coalescence in at least some
of them. Such shocks can be effective accelerators of ions

due to multiple reflections from their colliding fronts. This
process of multiple shock formation is beyond the classical
MHD approach, as the MHD does not account for wave dis-
persion.

In future this work can be extended to include CME asso-
ciated shocks during solar wind conjunction periods between
VEX and other spacecrafts near the Earth orbit such as the
STEREO (Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory) satel-
lites. In this case, more CME associated shocks can be stud-
ied in order to understand further the formation of stronger
shocks resulting from the coalescence of weaker shocks be-
tween the orbits of Venus and the Earth.
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